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Overview 
The scheme is in a woodland setting adjacent to Edinburgh Royal Infirmary and the 
Edinburgh Bioquarter and also home to Edinburgh University’s recently relocated 
Medical Faculty. The scheme is a joint venture with Alba Developments, a Dubai 
based entity with Osborne+Co providing local development support. 
 
Osborne+Co, working with Alba Developments and Edinburgh based Architects 7N 
have created created the vision for a new high quality scheme where the focus 
is “living in the trees” . The apartments have large wrap round balconies and roof 
terraces together with full height glazing to give the sense of the woodland wrapping 
around the apartment blocks. Car parking is planned as all undercroft to further 
enhance the woodland setting with high quality landscaping merging with the 
existing natural woods beyond. The site is well served by bus routes being on an 
arterial road into the city from the south making it an attractive location with quick 
access to the city centre.

 
The Results
The scheme has been very well received by the planning team and the application 
has been submitted and awaiting determination.

The What 
The proposed 
scheme of 176 
apartments forms 
part of a larger 
master-planned 
village totalling 
760 dwellings in a 
parkland setting on 
the site of the former 
Edmonstone House 
situated on elevated 
land to the South of 
Edinburgh looking 
down over the city. 
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Key Stakeholders
• Edinburgh Council leadership and Planning Department
• Alba Developments

Osborne+Co’s Role
• Equity Investor
• Design development and management, JV strategy, 

Planning negotiations, viability assessment
• Stakeholder consultation and community engagement

LARGE COMPLEX 
PLANNING AND BUILDING 
ON A HYPER SENSITIVE SITE

BUILD TO SUIT 
DEVELOPMENT; HIGH 
ESG CREDENTIALS

272,000FT2 £160MRESIDENTIAL DEVELOPMENT, 
MASTER PLANNING AND 
PLACEMAKING

222,000 FT2 £64M

Visualisation showing the concept of living in the tree topsIllustrative view of the balcony edge planting and facade articulation

1.Executive Summary
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Illustrative view of a typical main entrance
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Stables Plot

The Stables plot will provide unique 
homes within the remains of the 
existing stables walls

The proposal for the stables plot seeks to embrace the 
unique qualities of the existing stone wall. The proposed 
building sits inside the existing footprint as a lightweight 
intervention. 

11 flats are provided with a mix of 2 & 3 beds across three 
floors alongside 336m2 of Class 4 co-working space within 
the ground floor.

The central feature arch is embraced as the main entrance to 
the residential core. Alterations to the remains of the stables 
wall are kept to a minimum with openings created to allow 
access for servicing and to allow daylight to penetrate into 
the ground floor spaces.

Illustrative view from north looking towards stables entrance

Illustrative view of the glades between the buildings

Illustrative view of the woodland perimeter and glades between the buildings
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